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We've assembled seven of the greatest minds in modern JavaScript to teach you the most inspirational techniques you'll ever use. From creating impressive mashups and stunning, dynamic graphics, to more subtle user-experience enhancements, you're about to be amazed by the true potential of this powerful language.
  With an all star line-up of authors including James Edwards, Michael Mahemoff, Ara Pehlivanian, Cameron Adams, Dan Webb, Christian Heilmann, and Simon Willison, this superb book will show you how to:
  

	Create a slick Google Maps and Flickr mashup.  
	Build your own fully accessible 3D maze.  
	Create stunning vector graphics using the canvas element.  
	Have some fun with draggable and sortable table columns.  
	Give your site some extra personality with client-side badges.  
	Write better code faster using metaprogramming techniques.  
	Become a debugging expert using pro-level Firebug tricks.  
  
  Presented in full color, all of the books solutions are cross-browser and cross-platform compatible. Best of all, all the code used in the book is available for you to download and experiment with.
  Who Should Read This Book?
  
  This book is targeted at intermediate JavaScript developers who want to take their JavaScript skills to the next level without sacrificing web accessibility or best practice.   

  If you have even a small amount of experience with JavaScript, and are comfortable enough programming in another language such as PHP or Java, you'll be just fine -  we'll hold your hand along the way, and all of the code is available for you to download and experiment with on your own.     

       About the Author
   Cameron Adams has been adding to the Internet for over seven years and now runs his own design and development business. He likes to combine the aesthetic with the technological on his weblog.

James Edwards is an outspoken advocate of standards-based development, co-author of SitePoint's The JavaScript Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & Hacks and author of the Ultimate Drop Down Menu system - the first commercial DHTML menu to be WCAG compliant.

Christian Heilmann currently works as a lead developer for Agilisys. He publishes an almost daily blog at http://wait-till-i.com . He is a member of the Web Standards Project's DOM Scripting Task Force.

Michael Mahemoff is a hands-on software architect with 23 years of programming experience. Michael is a recovering Java developer, is the author of Ajax Design Patterns (published by O  ™Reilly), and writes regularly at softwareas.com.

Ara Pehlivanian has been working on the Web since 1997. He now works for Nurun* as a Senior Client-side developer and Tech Lead working on projects for highly visible clients

Dan Webb is a London-based web developer specializing in web application development and hording vinyl. Danwebb.net is his personal site.

Simon Willison is a seasoned Web developer from the UK. He specializes in both client- and server-side development, and is the co-creator of the Django framework for JavaScript.       
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How To Think Like A Computer Scientist: C++ VersionCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009

	The goal of this book is to teach you to think like a computer scientist. 1 like
	the way computer scientists think because they combine some of the best fea
	tures of Mathematics, Engineering, and Natural Science. Like mathematicians,
	computer scientists use formal languages to denote ideas (specifically computa
	tions). Like engineers,...
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Breast Cancer: A Guide to Detection and Multidisciplinary Therapy (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2002

	Michael H. Torosian, MD, and a panel of physicians and clinical researchers critically synthesize the wide variety of treatment options available to create a state-of-the-art reference for the management of breast cancer patients. Writing from a multidisciplinary perspective, these authoritative contributors review in the light of the most...
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Computational Geometry: Algorithms and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This well-accepted introduction to computational geometry is a textbook for high-level undergraduate and low-level graduate courses. The focus is on algorithms and hence the book is well suited for students in computer science and engineering. Motivation is provided from the application areas: all solutions and techniques from computational...
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Gamification for Employee EngagementImpackt Publishing, 2014

	Strategize, design, and implement gamification to successfully engage your employees


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to successfully implement gamification for your employees
	
		Discover the benefits of gamification within the workplace and how it can enhance working relationships
	...
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Chronic Infection, Chlamydia and Coronary Heart Disease (Developments in Cardiovascular Medicine)Springer, 1999

	Coronary heart disease (CHD) remains a major cause of human mortality and morbidity worldwide. Classical risk factors for atherosclerosis fail to account fully for the wide variations in CHD prevalence and/or severity between differing populations. The search for hitherto unrecognised risk factors has recently focused on the potential role of...
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Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
Ideal for scrapbookers, serious and casual photographers, and budding graphic artists alike, Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac is more powerful and easier to use than previous versions. But figuring out how and when to use the program's tools is still tricky. With this book, you'll learn not only what each tool does, but also when it makes the most...
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